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YANKEE
ANTE-POST BET

A Yankee consists of 11 bets involving 4 selections in different events. 
The bet includes 6 doubles, 4 trebles, and 1 fourfold.

UNIBET seem to be offering the best odds currently on the four selections with the added
protection of NRNB



BEUVEUR D'AIR (Champion Hurdle) – 1/2 Unibet

A 6-8yo rated 157+ with a top 4 finish since the New Year and a consistent run of top 4 finishes in 
2-4 runs this Season would usually find you the Champion Hurdle winner. There are still a couple 
of Champion Hurdle Trials still to be run and the ratings/performance figures of a number of 
those entered may well change but what is not in doubt is that last years winner has a flawless 
trends profile, jumps beautifully and is unbeaten since April 2016. He's not a great price but looks
a solid start for the bet.

POLITOLOGUE (Champion Chase) – 9/2 Unibet

Those aged over 10 have struggled as have those rated under 159 and those finishing outside the 
top 5 in any run this Season. A minimum of 2 Seasonal starts would leave Douvan and Altior a 
little short on match practice this year. A few of the declared runners have other options open to 
them at the Festival (Un De Sceaux & Top Notch) but two horses who seem to have good profiles 
along with this race as their target are Politologue and Min. However, Min has only run 5 times 
over fences so far is 1 short of the 7 chase starts that all of the last 11 Champion Chase winners 
had previously competed in. With doubts about a lot of the fancied runners I'm going to side with 
Paul Nicholl's runner as the likeliest trends winner at this stage.

TOP NOTCH (Ryanair) – 5/1 Unibet

The last 6 winners have been rated 160+, were 7-9yo's with 6-11 career chase starts and had run 
a maximum of 4 times that season. Although the Irish have won the last two renewals of this race,
every winner in the history of this race had their last run in England (10 of the 13 last ran at 
Ascot, Cheltenham or Kempton). At this time the runner that looks most like a Ryanair winner is 
the very consistent Nicky Henderson horse who was second in the JLT Chase at last years Festival.
He probably heads to Ascot next week for his final prep run, which is no bad thing, and will be the
third horse in our bet.

ROAD TO RESPECT (Gold Cup) – 10/1 Unibet

Ideally we want a 7-9yo rated 165+ who has run 3-5 times this Season and at least 8 times in 
their career. A rest of at least a month since their last start would mean that you wouldn't really 
want your selection to be having a run anytime after this coming weekend (10th/11th February). 
10 of the last 11 winners had a run at Kempton, Newbury or Leopardstown last time out but 
those coming on from Cheltenham are 0 from 29 in the same time period.

A strict interpretation of the trends would seem to suggest that only one horse can be considered 
the 'likeliest trends winner'. He won the Plate Handicap at last years Cheltenham Festival before 
winning a Grade 1 novice at the Punchestown Festival. He's carried on that good form this Season 
and won a Grade 1 last time out at Leopardstown. Noel Meade's runner will be the final leg of our 
ante-post Lucky 15.


